Biogenesis of cytoplasmic lipid droplets: from the lipid ester globule in the membrane to the visible structure.
The cytoplasmic lipid droplet (CLD) and very low-density lipoprotein are generated from the lipid ester synthesized in the endoplasmic reticulum. The lipid ester deposited between the two membrane leaflets is supposed to bulge toward the cytoplasm to make a nascent CLD, but its size must be below the resolution limit of conventional techniques and the detectable CLD should only form after acquisition of additional lipid esters. The CLD is different from vesicular organelles in that the internal content is highly hydrophobic and the shape is invariably spherical. Due to its unique characteristics, quantitative discordance between the surface and the volume may occur in the growth and/or involution processes of the CLD. The possibility that these processes may give rise to the structural and functional diversities of the CLD is discussed.